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Abstract

Amorphous films of poly(ethylene 2,6-naphthalate) (PEN) were drawn isothermally at 1458C up to the desired draw ratios mainly to study
structure formation during uniaxial drawing by differential scanning calorimetry and to characterise the shrinkage behaviour of the drawn
films with or without heat treatment. During drawing, a rigid phase structure is induced and the amount of induced rigid phase structure is
linearly related to the square root of the extra first strain invariant. The stress–strain curves are characterised by a necking behaviour and the
end of the yielding or necking is reached when the amount of induced rigid phase is attaining 50%. The stretching behaviour of PEN is
characterised more by the strain induced rigid phase formation (SIRP) than by the stress or strain induced crystallisation. The shrinkage
behaviour is characterised by two regimes. A first one for draw ratios below the necking behaviour where the films shrink back to their
original length for temperatures between 100 and 1408C with a mid-value of 1208C, corresponding to the glass transition temperature of the
amorphous phase. The second regime, for draw ratios above the necking behaviour is characterised by a shrinkage behaviour for tempera-
tures between 120 and 1608C, with a mid-value of 1408C, corresponding to the transition temperature of the induced rigid phase structure. In
this regime, the films never shrink back below the draw ratio after necking and a linear relation between the initial draw ratio and the final
draw ratio after shrinkage is obtained. A heat treatment of the oriented films with fixed ends stabilises the induced structures and the
shrinkage of these heat-set films is zero for temperatures up to the heat-setting temperature.q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Poly(ethylene 2,6-naphthalate) (PEN) is a polyester
whose preparation was first reported as long ago as 1948
[1]. PEN is produced by condensation polymerisation of
2,6-naphtalenedicarboxylic acid and ethylene glycol [2–
4]. There has, however, been increasing interest in its
commercial use since recent indications [5,6] that the dicar-
boxylic acid monomer becomes available in large-scale
quantities. PEN molecules contain naphthalene rings,
which are stiffer than those of poly(ethylene terephthalate)
(PET). The important aspect of PEN is the influence of an
increased chain stiffness on the mechanical and thermal
properties of the polymer. This polymer, like PET, can be
formed into amorphous form by quenching from the melt or
it can be crystallised either by slow cooling from the melt or
by stretching between the glass transition temperature and
the cold crystallisation temperature. PEN exhibits a glass
transition temperature of about 1208C, which makes it

quite attractive as a high-temperature polymer for film,
tape and moulding applications. PEN possess oxygen
barrier properties four to five times higher than those of
PET and makes PEN attractive for packaging applications.

One of the unusual characteristics of PEN is that it shows
necking behaviour upon stretching from the amorphous
state above the glass transition temperature [7,8]. Some
authors reported that this neck formation is a result of a
highly co-operative orientation of the naphthalene planes
parallel to the surface of the film. This behaviour resembles
an isotropic to nematic structural transition which occurs in
highly localised regions of the sample.

It has been reported that PEN also has two crystal forms
(a andb) and both are triclinic depending on the crystal-
lisation temperature [9]. Crystallising at 1808C yields thea
form as reported by Mencik [2] while crystallising at 2408C
yields theb form. Recent X-ray work [10] has suggested the
presence of a mesophase in addition to the crystal form. In
this mesophase structure, the molecular chains are in regis-
try with each other in the meridional direction but not fully
crystallised in the equatorial direction. The emergence of
this structure is due to drawing of PEN at temperatures of
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120 or 1508C [11]. This structure persisted upon annealing
at 1808C or 2008C which leads to the conclusion that this
mesophase structure is stable at high temperature.

In the first article [12], we represented the amount of rigid
phase structurefr as a function ofI1e, the extra first strain
invariant and equal toI1 2 3, and a correlation between
these two was experimentally obtained, so that the fraction
fr varied between 0 and 1 with the square root ofI1e. This
relationship was expressed by the following equation:

fr � I0:5
1e =I

0:5
1e;max

The value ofI1e,maxcorresponds to the maximum attainable
draw ratio, equal to 6.9 at 1458C, and is reproduced in Fig. 1.

In the same article, we compared the stress–strain curve
with fr during drawing. We observed that whenfr reached
50%, for a draw ratio of 4, a dramatic increase of stress was
measured, as reproduced in Fig. 2. Actually, the dramatic
increase in stress suggests a critical degree of rigid phase
structure, similar to a percolation threshold accompanied by
an inversion of the continuous phase, above which the rigid
phase structure is drawn. Whenfr is less than 50% the amor-
phous phase is the continuous phase, with the rigid phase
dispersed therein. Iffr is greater than 50%, phase inversion
takes place and the rigid phase is forming the continuous
phase with an amorphous phase dispersed therein.

The shrinkage behaviour of PET is rather complicated,
but well documented, and an increased dimensional stability
of biaxially oriented PET containers and films can be
obtained by heat setting [13]. Even with heat setting, the
hot fill temperature of PET containers is reported to be
limited to 85–958C [14,15], and for certain applications,
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Fig. 1. Total rigid phase as obtained from DSC measurements in relation to
the first strain invariantI1e.

Fig. 2. Comparison between the amount of induced rigid phase as obtained from DSC measurements and the measured engineering stress as a function of the
draw ratios at 1458C. Here, engineering stress� load/initial cross-sectional area.



for example hot fill applications, shrinkage properties are
inadequate.

In this article we present our results on the shrinkage
behaviour of oriented PEN films as influenced by uniaxial
drawing at different draw ratios and heat treatment at differ-
ent temperatures by using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) measurements in addition to the shrinkage curves to
perform a structural analysis.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Poly(ethylene 2,6-naphthalene) (PEN) with an intrinsic
viscosity of 0.65 dl/g used in this study was provided in
film form and in pellet form by ICI plc. The thickness of
the film was 0.65 mm.

2.2. Thermal analysis

The thermal properties of unoriented and oriented PEN-
films were determined using Universal V1.6I TA Instru-
ments at a heating rate of 108C/min in a dry nitrogen atmo-
sphere. The glass transition temperature (Tg) for unoriented
PEN sample was observed to be around 1128C, the cold
crystallisation peak temperature around 1978C and the melt-
ing temperature at 2718C. The heat of cold crystallisation is
around 35 J/g, the heat of fusion equals 38.64 J/g with a heat
capacity increase atTg of 0.3360 J/(g K) or 84 J/(K mol).

2.3. Crystallinity

The crystallinity of the films before and after orientation
was determined using DSC thermograms. The crystallisa-
tion exothermic enthalpy,DHcold crystallisation or DHc, was
substracted from that of the melting endotherm,DHmelting

or DHm, to determine the amount of apparent crystallinity
initially present in the samples. Crystallinity of the films was
calculated according to:

Crystallinity �%� � DHexp × 100=DHf

whereDHexp� DHm 2 DHc andDHf is the heat of fusion for
100% crystalline PEN, 103.4 J/g [16].

2.4. Stress–strain behaviour

To determine the uniaxial stress–strain behaviour, an
Instron tensile tester (Model 4202) equipped with a high-
temperature chamber was used. A dumbbell-shaped test
strip (total length 30 mm), with a narrow mid-section of
5 mm width and 12.5 mm length, was stretched at a drawing
rate of 50 mm/min. Before drawing, the sample was equili-
brated at the desired temperature for 10 min in a preheated
convection oven and drawn to selected draw ratios at
selected rates.

The amorphous PEN films were drawn uniaxially at
1458C, at a drawing speed of 50 mm/min; the drawing ratios
are listed in Table 1. The draw ratiol is the ratio of the
extended length to the original length determined from
displacement of ink marks on the narrow mid-section of
the dumbbell-shaped test strip.

2.5. Crystallinity and rigid amorphous phase

PEN provides a new example of a polymer that may
possess in the oriented state a crystalline and a rigid amor-
phous fraction [16,17], which may be a nematic and/or
mesophase structure. The rigid amorphous fraction does
not contribute to the increase in the heat capacity atTg

and devitrifies only at temperatures [16] (430 K) well
aboveTg. Similar behaviour was found in several high-melt-
ing temperature polymers with phenylene groups in the
main chain. The overall rigid fractionfr, comprising the
rigid amorphous phase and the crystalline phase, is
computed from the heat capacityCp by setting

fr � 1 2 �DCp�m�=DCp�a��
whereDCp(m) andDCp(a) represent the measured and total
amorphous heat capacity increase atTg, respectively. The
amount of crystallinity, in turn, is determined by DSC:

wc � DHexp=DHf

whereDHexpandDHf are the measured and 100% crystalline
heat of fusion, respectively.

In the non-oriented state, where the two phase model of
amorphous and crystalline phase is valid, the fractionfr is
equal towc. If fr is greater thanwc, a rigid amorphous phase
exists aboutTg which can be quantified.

All the samples were measured with an updated compu-
ter-interfaced Universal V1.6I TA Instruments. The heat
capacity measurements were performed in the temperature
range 20–3008C. The DSC was calibrated using the stan-
dard procedures.

The DSC melting traces for the uniaxially drawn samples
PEN1–7 showed that the lowest temperature of the glass
transition zone,Tgl and the melting temperatureTm are
almost independent of the draw ratio.

By representing the amount of rigid phase structurefr as a
function of I1e, the extra first strain invariant and equal to
I1 2 3, a correlation between the two was experimentally
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Table 1
The uniaxially drawn PEN samples

Sample Drawing ratio Drawing temperature Drawing speed
(l) (8C) (mm/min)

PEN0 1 – –
PEN1 1.4 145 50
PEN2 1.7 145 50
PEN3 2 145 50
PEN4 4 145 50
PEN5 4.3 145 50
PEN6 5 145 50
PEN7 5.6 145 50



obtained [12]. The fractionfr varied between 0 and 1 with
the square root ofI1e and this relationship can be expressed
by the following equation, for samples uniaxially stretched
at 1458C and cooled quickly to room temperature:

fr � I0:5
1e =6:7

The value of 6.7 corresponds to the maximum attainable
draw ratio at 1458C (6.9).

2.6. Heat setting

Samples cut from the uniaxially stretched films were
mounted with fixed ends in a steel frame. The mounted
samples were then placed in a circulating air oven for
15 min at the desired temperature (170 and 2208C). After
15 min, the frame with the fixed samples was removed from
the circulating air oven and allowed to cool to room
temperature before the samples were removed from the
frame. Previous studies have shown that a treatment time
of 15 min is sufficient to attain the desired temperature in the
circulating air oven and to obtain a constant density value of
the heat setted films.

2.7. Shrinkage

The oriented samples, without or with heat setting, were
placed unconstrained in a circulating air oven at the selected
temperature. After 30 min, the samples were removed,
allowed to cool to room temperature and the displacement
of ink marks on the samples was measured and controlled by
the thickness variation of the samples. The influence of the
shrinkage behaviour is expressed by the measured draw
ratio l and is equal to the ratio of the extended length
between the ink marks after stretching and shrinkage on
the original length.

3. Results and discussion

Shrinkage at temperatures between 80 and 2608C was
measured. The results of the shrinkage measurements at
the selected temperatures for the drawn samples PEN1–7
as indicated in Table 1 are represented in Fig. 3.

At temperatures up to 1008C the drawn samples showed
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Fig. 3. Variation of the draw ratio after shrinkage with free ends as a
function of temperature.

Fig. 4. The final draw ratio after shrinkage versus the initial draw ratio.



no measurable shrinkage. For the drawn samples PEN1–3
with a draw ratio below the necking behaviour (l , 2.2),
shrinkage increased with temperature above 1008C and with
increasing degree of stretching up to 1408C. The samples
shrank to their original length at temperatures above 1408C.
The mid-value temperature of the shrinkage behaviour is
situated around 1208C, corresponding to the glass transition
temperature of the amorphous phase.

For the samples PEN4–7, drawn with necking, the
measured shrinkage behaviour was totally different. For
the drawn sample with a draw ratio of 4, just after necking,
shrinkage was practically zero for temperatures up to 2408C.
This is a remarkable result. No shrinkage was measured for
the drawn sample at the end of the necking zone, accom-
panied by a phase inversion from the amorphous phase to
the rigid amorphous phase as continuous phase. This can be
explained by the facts that the rigid amorphous phase is
stable up to 2408C and is not in a stretched state at the
moment of phase inversion.

For samples further drawn after the necking behaviour,
PEN5–7, shrinkage started at 1208C and increased up to
1608C, with a mid-value of 1408C. This corresponds to a
transition temperature of the rigid amorphous phase of
1508C as deduced from the stress–strain curves and the

DSC measurements. These samples showed a certain degree
of shrinkage, with a constant value for temperatures above
1708C, but never shrank below the draw ratio of necking. If
we plot the final draw ratio after shrinkage for temperatures
above 1708C versus the initial draw ratio, a linear relation-
ship can be deduced between these two parameters as
demonstrated in Fig. 4.

If we take sample PEN4, with a draw ratio of 4 corre-
sponding to the draw ratio of the necking behaviour, as the
starting sample for drawing and recalculate the draw ratios
of samples PEN5–7 taking that sample as reference sample,
an interesting result is obtained as represented in Fig. 5.

The linear relationship between the calculated draw ratios
after shrinkage for temperatures above 1708C and the initial
draw ratio, related to sample PEN4, is also observed and the
final draw ratio after shrinkage is 60% of the initial draw
draw ratio with a corresponding constant shrinkage value of
40%. In this case, the rigid amorphous phase is elongated
after phase inversion and 40% of the induced supplemental
elongation is recovered during shrinkage at high tempera-
tures.

The uniaxially drawn samples, heatset with fixed ends at
2208C for 15 min, showed no measurable shrinkage at
temperatures up to 2008C. A small shrinkage value is
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Fig. 5. Recalculated draw ratio after maximum shrinkage versus the recalculated initial draw ratio.



obtained for temperatures between 220 and 2608C as repre-
sented in Fig. 6.

The uniaxially drawn samples, heatset with fixed ends at
1708C for 15 min, showed no measurable shrinkage at
temperatures up to 1608C. For temperatures higher than
1608C, a shrinkage is measured that increases linearly
with temperature up to 2608C as represented in Fig. 7.

The heatsetting with fixed ends stabilises the oriented
structure up to temperatures approaching the heatsetting
temperature and may be explained by the mobility of the
induced rigid phase structure during drawing at tempera-
tures higher than 1608C, 108C higher than the transition
temperature of the rigid phase structure as obtained from
the stress–strain curves. A reorganization of the induced
structure during drawing can take place, accompanied by
relaxation of the induced stresses, due to the mobility of
the rigid phase structure at those elevated temperatures
and before further crystallisation takes place.

The shrinkage behaviour of uniaxially drawn PEN is
different in many respects from that of PET and the effect
of heatsetting with fixed ends on the shrinkage behaviour is
also different in many aspects from that observed for
oriented PET samples.

The DSC melting traces of samples PEN4–7, after
shrinkage with free ends at 2408C, are quite different from
those measured before shrinkage and the measured curve of
PEN4 is reproduced in Fig. 8.

The DSC melting traces for the other samples are
comparable. The transition zone becomes larger, extending
from 1128C to 1498C, with a Tg of 1308C with an accom-
panyingDCp value of 0.2711 J/g8C, compared with a glass
transition zone of 109–119.78C, Tg of 1148C andDCp value
of 0.1490 J/g8C before shrinkage. A second difference with
the DSC melting traces measured before shrinkage is the
presence of a small melting peak ocurring about 108C above
the heatset temperature with a heat of fusion of 8.04 J/g. The
second melting peak, the largest one, is observed at 265.78C
with a heat of fusion of 45.74 J/g. The two melting peaks are
the same for the other samples PEN5–7. The total heat of
fusion corresponds to 54% crystallinity in the samples. An
endothermic low melting peak appears in the DSC thermo-
grams of the oriented samples after shrinkage with free
ends. During annealing and shrinkage small crystallites
are produced with a low degree of perfection and a corre-
sponding low melting temperature. The high melting peak
temperature remains almost constant with a constant value
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Fig. 6. Shrinkage of heatset drawn samples with fixed ends at 2208C as a function of temperature.



of the heat of fusion. The melting temperature of the low
melting peak is influenced by the selected temperature of
shrinkage and varies linearly with the shrinkage temperature
from 228.48C for a shrinkage temperature of 2208C to
249.58C for a shrinkage temperature of 2408C. The heat of
fusion of the low melting temperature increased from 3.1 J/g
for a shrinkage temperature of 2208C to 8.04 J/g for a
shrinkage temperature of 2408C. The low melting tempera-
ture may be influenced by the degree of crystal perfection as
well as by the induced crystalline structure as folded lamel-
lar, fibrillar or fringed micelle crystalline structure. The
measured values of the heat capacity change in the glass
transition zone is higher for the samples after shrinkage
than for the oriented sample without heat treatment. Extra-
polation of the measured values ofDCp to a zero value of the
extra first strain invariantI1e gives a value of 0.6 J/g instead
of 0.34 J/g before the shrinkage measurements. Clearly,
there must be an influence of the oriented and stabilised
structure on the thermal behaviour of the amorphous
phase. The heat capacity change in the transition zone,
together with the draw ratio after shrinkage and the related
fraction of amorphous phase calculated from the relation
between the content of amorphous hase and draw ratio, as

represented in Fig. 1, the degree of crystallinity calculated
from the DSC measurements and the calculated fraction of
rigid amorphous phase are presented in Table 2.

These calculated values of the different fractions present
in the oriented sample after shrinkage with free ends at
2408C indicate that a portion of the rigid amorphous
phase, induced during drawing, is transformed into a crys-
talline structure. For the oriented sample with draw ratio of
4, just outside the necking behaviour, the rigid amorphous
phase is practically totally transformed into a crystalline
structure. The uniaxially drawn samples with an initial
draw ratio higher than 4 still contain a certain fraction of
rigid amorphous phase after shrinkage at 2408C and the
amount is also here a function of the square root of the
first extra strain invariantI1e, calculated with the draw
ratio measured after shrinkage with free ends.

4. Conclusions

The drawing behaviour of amorphous PEN is charac-
terised by a necking behaviour and the end of yielding or
necking is reached when the amount of the induced rigid
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Fig. 7. Shrinkage for drawn samples heatset with fixed ends at 1708C as a function of temperature.



phase attains 50%. The stretching behaviour of PEN is char-
acterised more by the SIRP than by the stress or strain
induced crystallisation.

The shrinkage behaviour is characterised by two
regimes. One is for draw ratios below the necking beha-
viour where the films shrink to their original length,
comparable with the shrinkage behaviour of PET at
small draw ratios. The second regime, for draw ratios
above the necking behaviour is characterised by a shrink-
age behaviour that is different in many aspects from the
shrinkage behaviour of PET. The uniaxially drawn
samples are characterised by a small value of shrinkage
for temperatures between 120 and 1608C and no further
shrinkage for higher temperatures. The films never shrink

back below the draw ratio corresponding with necking
and a linear relationship is obtained between the initial
draw ratio and the final draw ratio after shrinkage at
temperatures above 1608C. From DSC measurements, a
structure change is observed whereby a part of the
induced rigid phase is transformed into a crystalline
structure and the sample drawn at a draw ratio corre-
sponding to the necking behaviour, with no shrinkage
even with free ends, ondergoes a quasi complete trans-
formation of the rigid amorphous phase into a crystalline
phase.

Heat treatment of the oriented films with fixed ends stabi-
lises the induced structures and the shrinkage of these heat-
set films is zero for temperatures approaching the
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Fig. 8. DSC melting trace of PEN4 after shrinkage with free ends at 2408C.

Table 2
The different structure fractions calculated after uniaxially drawing of PEN followed by free shrinkage at 2408C. Here,fa is the fraction of amorphous phase,fcr

is the fraction of crystalline phase andfriga is the fraction of rigid amorphous phase

Draw ratio after shrinkage Square root of
the first extra
strain invariant

fa fcr friga after shrinkage friga before shrinkage

4 3.67 0.43 0.54 0.03 0.14
4.1 3.78 0.42 0.54 0.04 0.14
4.6 4.31 0.34 0.54 0.12 0.17
5 4.73 0.28 0.54 0.18 0.33



heatsetting temperature. Heatsetting of the oriented PEN
films can completely eliminate shrinkage for temperatures
up to the heatsetting temperature.
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